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questions?
just ask!





Nothing to do with Java Agents



Nothing to do with Java Agents



For Java Agents, talk to:



May you live in interesting times



May you live in interesting times
ancient Chinese curse, at least according to Terry Pratchett



Your 1st computer?



Your 1st computer?
just ask!



https://github.com/karlrupp/microprocessor-trend-data



https://github.com/karlrupp/microprocessor-trend-data



https://github.com/karlrupp/microprocessor-trend-data



https://github.com/karlrupp/microprocessor-trend-data



Disclaimer
Treat as “work report”, not “recommendations”





https://www.top500.org/list/2010/06/?page=1





Today

Azure
Amazon



Then Microsoft blogged

https://www.anandtech.com/show/13522/896-xeon-cores-in-one-pc-microsofts-new-x86-datacenter-class-machines-running-windows

https://www.anandtech.com/show/13522/896-xeon-cores-in-one-pc-microsofts-new-x86-datacenter-class-machines-running-windows


Then Microsoft blogged

https://www.anandtech.com/show/13522/896-xeon-cores-in-one-pc-microsofts-new-x86-datacenter-class-machines-running-windows

https://www.anandtech.com/show/13522/896-xeon-cores-in-one-pc-microsofts-new-x86-datacenter-class-machines-running-windows




What makes $ sense?
(which one should I buy?)



it depends ;-)



https://www.pilosa.com/blog/cloud-bench-redux/

https://www.pilosa.com/blog/cloud-bench-redux/










https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJ8ydIuPFeU



Agent Based modelling





Agent Based Modelling

An agent-based model (ABM) is a class of computational 
models for simulating the actions and interactions of autonomous agents 
(both individual or collective entities such as organizations or groups) with  
a view to assessing their effects on the system as a whole

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agent-based_model

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_models
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_models
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_simulation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agent-based_model


agents,  
interacting with agents  

and environment



Game of Life

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway%27s_Game_of_Life

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway%27s_Game_of_Life


https://github.com/simudyne/simudyne-maven-java

https://github.com/simudyne/simudyne-maven-java


Communications

from: 1 
to: 2

from: 1 
to: 3

from: 1 
to: 4

from: 2 
to: 1

from: 2 
to: 3

from: 2 
to: 4

from: 3 
to: 1

from: 3 
to: 2

from: 3 
to: 4



https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2016/q4/agent-based-models-understanding-the-economy-from-the-bottom-up

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2016/q4/agent-based-models-understanding-the-economy-from-the-bottom-up




Implementations?
some implementations:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_agent-based_modeling_software

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_agent-based_modeling_software


Who uses ABMs?



Why Java?



Loved, tested,  
popular, compatible, 

stable…



Great time to build ABMs
because hardware!



This probably does not apply 
to a typical * app

insert Spring/Hibernate/… as required





Requirements
optimising for wall clock time



Challenges



These numbers (might) represent 
something,  

do *not* draw any conclusions.



synchronised { … }

concurrent counter?



java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicLong

synchronised { … }

concurrent counter?



java.util.concurrent.atomic.LongAdder

java.util.concurrent.atomic.AtomicLong

synchronised { … }

concurrent counter?





cpu0 cpu1









Option 1: NUMA-friendly code 
Option 2: avoid NUMA :-)





2950x



2990wx



Dual socket EPYC

https://www.amd.com/system/files/2018-03/AMD-Optimizes-EPYC-Memory-With-NUMA.pdf

https://www.amd.com/system/files/2018-03/AMD-Optimizes-EPYC-Memory-With-NUMA.pdf


intel announcement









The times are interesting







A distributed system is one in which the failure 
of a computer you didn't even know existed 

can render your own computer unusable.
Leslie Lamport

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/distribution/

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/distribution/


Taking a step back





~100 MB/s





TCP incast

http://bradhedlund.com/2011/05/01/tcp-incast-and-cloud-application-performance/

http://bradhedlund.com/2011/05/01/tcp-incast-and-cloud-application-performance/




Serialisation



Let’s consider a Game of Life 
with population of the UK



What works for me:
numactl bound processes, talking over localhost



What works?



Serial
(or sequential, or vectorised)



Event Sourcing



Events



Conclusions:



Get basics right



Keep it simple



The Morning Paper





Cut, divide, simplify



The best way of locking
is not to lock



buy you a 2cpu, even if ebay



Define *your* criteria



Analyse the problem as a 
whole



Make hypothesis,  
verify,  

distrust results





Ceterum autem censeo 
Carthaginem esse delendam


